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Abstract 

Low Reynolds number aerodynamics is important for various applications including wind turbines and propellers, micro-aerial 

vehicles, sailplanes, leading edge control devices, high-altitude unmanned vehicles. These flows are generally characterized by 

the presence of laminar separation bubbles. These bubbles are generally unsteady and have a significant effect on the overall 

resulting aerodynamic forces. A computational study was done to investigate the behavior of unsteady wake disturbance on 

laminar separation bubble over blades in turbo machines. A cylindrical rod was used to produce unsteady wake as in the case of 

multistage turbo engines. The study of the effect of unsteady wake disturbance on laminar separation bubble is carried out over 

an Eppler-387 airfoil in 2-D, Various instantaneous aerodynamic parameters including pressure, lift and drag coefficients are 

calculated computationally by using CFD code FLUENT and GAMBIT.   

Keywords: 2D Computational Analysis Low Reynolds Number Separation Bubble, Coefficient of Lift, Coefficient of Drag, 

Coefficient of Pressure 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

 Re: Reynolds number 

 Ρ: Density of the liquid 

 C or c: Chord length of the airfoil 

 V: Free stream velocity 

 μ: Dynamic viscosity 

 Cl : Co efficient of lift 

 Cd: Co efficient of drag 

 Cp: Co efficient of pressure 

 T: Temperature 

 AOA: Angle of attack 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there have arisen a number of concerns about the unsteady-flow effect on the aerodynamic performance of rotor and/or 

stator cascades of axial turbo machines. The high level of turbulence and unsteadiness inside multistage axial compressors 

strongly influences the position of the laminar separation bubble on blade surfaces. This is important as laminar separation 

bubble influences both individual blade performance and overall compressor Performance .One common source of unsteadiness 

in multi-stage compressors is the periodic disturbance produced by the unsteady wakes of upstream blade rows.  

The relative flow past a blade leaves a wake region that is characterized by high levels of turbulence and lower relative 

velocity. These wakes are convict downstream to the next blade row and the entire compressor affected by unsteady wake. The 

wake effect was simulated by a cylindrical rod placed upstream of the laminar separation bubble.  

The cylindrical rod is oscillated in a periodic manner to simulate the periodic wakes which are generated from a rotor 

to a stationary stator. In this work the unsteady effect of wake on laminar separation bubble has been studied computationally 

using commercially available software, FLUENT and GAMBIT.  
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In this problem Transitional k-kl omega is used to find the characteristics of the laminar separation bubble like position, 

length, separation point and reattachment point of the bubble .The main interest is to find the Pressure distribution, drag 

and lift estimation over blades in both steady and unsteady condition computationally. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The deterioration in aerodynamic performance of a multistage turbo engine blade, which is anticipated to occur when they 

operate under the cruise condition, this is so-called low Reynolds number effect. This could be lessened due to the existence of 

wake-blade interaction (Shulte (1994), Shulte and Hodson (1996)). From the inspection of the steady and wake-affected pressure 

distributions on the blade suction surface, they concluded that upstream blade wakes seemingly suppressed a separation bubble 

that would otherwise occurred on the suction surface and deteriorated the cascade performance. Besides, Funazaki et al. (1997b) 

conducted the measurement of stagnation pressure distributions downstream of a linear cascade of turbine blades that was 

subjected to periodic wakes from the upstream bars, from which they identified a considerable reduction in the loss associated 

with the blade wake. 

From the study of Shulte and Hodson, they found in the flow visualization a nearly extinct separation bubble on the blade 

suction surface due to the wake-blade interaction. In contrast to these studies by Shulte and Hodson or Funazaki et al., in each of 

which a linear cascade was employed, Halstead et al. (1995) investigated the wake-blade interaction phenomena in a large-scale 

compressor and a turbine. However, measurements by Schlichting and Das (1969) showed that turbulence generated by an 

oscillating turbulence grid reduced the losses of a compressor cascade due to the suppression of a separation bubble. Gibson 

(1970) also showed a reduction in profile loss occurred when a turbine cascade with a separation bubble was subject to increased 

turbulence from a moving grid. 

Schulte and Hodson (1994) showed that the periodic passing of turbulent wakes affected the separation bubble on a modern 

LP turbine blade and reported a reduction in profile loss due the wake passing for some flow conditions. This was later explained 

by Schulte and Hodson (1996) who presented hot film measurements showing that turbulent spots induced by the wake upstream 

of the separation point prevented the boundary layer for separating. Evans & Yip studied the effect of periodic wakes produced 

by a rod placed upstream of a flat plate, oscillated by a motor. A most realistic work was done on this topic by Z. Gete and R.L. 

Evans. In this study travelling-wave disturbances were generated by a moving airfoil apparatus installed upstream of a flat plate 

to provide a two-dimensional model of a turbo-machine stage. 

III. LAMINAR SEPARATION BUBBLE 

A laminar separation bubble can be defined as the separation of a laminar boundary layer downstream of the point of minimum 

pressure, transition in the free shear layer, and reattachment of a turbulent boundary layer downstream from the point of 

separation. There are three main regions that comprise a laminar separation bubble. These three regions are called: laminar 

region, turbulent region, and the redeveloping region. A schematic of a laminar separation bubble can be seen in Fig. a 

 
Fig. 1: Lamina separation bubble 

In the first region, laminar region, the laminar boundary layer separates from the airfoil surface due to strong adverse pressure 

gradients downstream of the point of minimum pressure. Laminar flow continues in a detached shear layer, but because of the 

unstable nature of the detached shear layer, it makes a transition to turbulent flow downstream from the point of separation. 

While in transition, the flow is energized by the entrainment of fluid from the free stream that causes the pressure to rise in the 

bubble. 
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After the flow has been energized sufficiently, it undergoes full transition to a turbulent flow which is where the second region 

of the laminar separation bubble begins. In this second region, turbulent region, the flow is able to overcome the adverse 

pressure gradient and reattaches to the airfoil surface. After the turbulent flow reattaches to the surface of the airfoil, it enters the 

third region of the laminar separation bubble structure. 

In this third region, redeveloping region, the turbulent flow begins to develop a turbulent boundary layer   that has a 

significant increase in skin friction and therefore drag of the airfoil. The turbulent boundary layer is more stable  and  able  to  

better  negotiate  severe  adverse  pressure  gradients without separation. 

Throughout the first two regions of the laminar separation bubble geometry, there is a pocket of reversed or stagnated flow for 

airfoils, laminar separation bubbles can be classified conceptually as two types: short or long bubble. The structure of the 

laminar separation bubble described above is the same for both types. Short bubbles do not severely affect airfoil performance, 

but long bubbles severely degrade airfoil performance. Short bubbles typically occur at the higher ranges of the low Reynolds 

number regime. Long bubbles typically occur at the mid-to-lower ranges of the low Reynolds number regime. 

IV. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY FOR UNSTEADY WAKE 

To study the effect of unsteady wake the CFD Code FLUENT is used for computation. The computation was done only for a 

test section domain. The velocity inlet boundary condition was given at the inlet of the test section and pressure outlet boundary 

condition was given at the outlet of the test section. 

The wall boundary condition was given to both top and bottom wall of the test section. The cylinder used to produce the 

unsteady wake and the airfoil was considered as wall and wall boundary condition was given to them.  

The interfaces boundary condition was given to separate the stationary domain from moving domain and deforming moving 

domain. 

The airfoil used in this study is Eppler 387 of chord length 0.24m with 16 ports in both suction and the pressure side of the 

airfoil. The airfoil is studied in the test section of length and width 1.65m and 1.45m respectively.  

The cylinder of diameter 0.2m is placed at a location of 0.26m from the leading edge of the airfoil and 0.15 m above 

the airfoil. The analysis was carried out in low subsonic condition and the problem was solved for 10 m/s velocity at the inlet. 

V. STEADY CONDITION 

The effect of unsteady wake on laminar separation bubble in steady condition was studied by define the models as steady. The 

Transitional k-kl omega turbulence model was selected for this study. The Boundary conditions was given as 10m/s velocity 

at inlet and the turbulence intensity and length scale as 0.3% and 0.0005 respectively. The reference value of this problem 

was specified. The problem is solved for various angle of attack and the characteristics of bubble was studied. The laminar 

separation bubble position, drag and lift over airfoil are present in the successive chapters. 

VI. UNSTEADY CONDITION 

The effect of unsteady wake on laminar separation bubble in unsteady condition was studied by define the models as 

unsteady. The Transitional k-kl omega turbulence model was selected for this study. The Boundary conditions was given as 

10m/s velocity at inlet and the turbulence intensity and length scale as 0.3% and 0.0005 respectively.  

The reference value of this problem was specified. This study involves the motion of the cylinder to create the unsteady wake 

and this cylinder motion was created by using dynamic mesh. Cylinder was created inside the square domain and this model 

make possible to linear motion. This square domain is the moving domain and the domain above and below the moving domain 

is deforming domain. The stationary domain is present besides the moving and deforming domain. In stationary domain upper 

and lower parts are define interior because this section move relative to side walls. 

Since the moving domain is present inside the stationary domain, the interfaces were created to separate these domains. When 

the cylinder domain is moved, with respect to liner axis the adjacent cells in the direction of motion are deleted and the cells in 

the opposite direction are added and cells add and deforming are define in layering option in fluent dynamic mesh section.  

The oscillation of the cylinder is controlled by using In-cylinder case. In this, parameters needed for exact motion of the 

cylinder to move within the specified distance 0.3 m was given. The parameters are crank shaft speed 50 rpm, piston stroke 

0.3m, connecting rod length 0.6m and crank angle step size 0.5. 

The domain was designed in the code GAMBIT and the entire domain was meshed using the element quad and the mesh 

type map. The Boundary layer mesh was applied to both cylinder and the airfoil with growth factor 1.22 and 20 number of 

rows. 

Then the entire mesh was done with the interval size 0.004 to avoid the negative cell deformation because cylinder moving 

tie deform and growth cell sizes are should be same otherwise the negative cells are detected in dynamic mesh. So the interval 

size of the entire domain should be same. In dynamic mesh, the zones were created and the dynamic zones are the moving 

domain with zero cell height and the two deforming domain with cell height 0.004. This cell height should be same as the 

interval size because of the layering used to create the linear motion of the cylinder. 
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VII. CFD RESULTS 

 
Fig. 2(a): Coefficient of Pressure plot of E387 at AOA 00 in steady case and this Cp plot indicate separation peak because In this case turbulent 

flow does not created over airfoil so separation created in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(b): Coefficient of pressure plot of E387 at AOA 00 in unsteady case and this Cp plot indicate minimize separation  peak  because  in this 

case turbulent flow created over airfoil by use oscillating cylinder in front of airfoil  so separation  minimize in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(c): Coefficient of Pressure plot of E387 at AOA 40 in steady case and this Cp plot indicate separation peak because In this case turbulent 

flow does not created over airfoil so separation created in airfoil. 
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Fig. 2(d): Coefficient of pressure plot of E387 at AOA 40 in unsteady case and this Cp plot indicate minimize separation peak because in this 

case turbulent flow created over airfoil by use oscillating cylinder in front of airfoil  so separation  minimize in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(e): Coefficient of Pressure plot of E387 at AOA 80 in steady case and this Cp plot indicate separation peak because In this case turbulent 

flow does not created over airfoil so separation created in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(f): Coefficient of pressure plot of E387 at AOA 80 in unsteady case and this Cp plot indicate minimize separation  peak  because  in this 

case turbulent flow created over airfoil by use oscillating cylinder in front of airfoil so separation  minimize in airfoil . 
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Fig. 2(g): Coefficient of Pressure plot of E387 at AOA 120 in steady case and this Cp plot indicate separation peak because In this case turbulent 

flow does not created over airfoil so separation created in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(h): Coefficient of pressure plot of E387 at AOA 120 in unsteady case and this Cp plot indicate minimize separation  peak  because  in this 

case turbulent flow created over airfoil by use oscillating cylinder in front of airfoil  so separation  minimize in airfoil. 

 
Fig. 2(i): velocity contour of E387 at AOA in steady case and this case cylinder does not move in front of airfoil so cylinder downstream wake 

does not interface in airfoil upstream flow 
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Fig. 2(j): velocity contour of E387 at AOA 40 in unsteady case. In this case cylinder move in front of airfoil and wake produces to minimize the 

separation on airfoil. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

From the above results, we found that the presence of unsteady wake shifts the laminar separation bubble towards the 

trailing edge and reduce the length of the bubble. At 0 and 4 degree angle of attack, the bubble length decreases and the 

transition occur earlier with the presence of unsteady wake and there is no change in the separation point. At 8 degree 

angle of attack, the length of the bubble decreases and the transition occur earlier with the presence of unsteady wake and the 

flow separated near the trailing edge. At 12 degree angle of attack, the length of the bubble reduces and the transition occurs 

earlier.  

The transition occurs earlier and reduction in length of the separation bubble is more in the higher angle of attacks when 

compared to lower angles. The coefficient of lift and drag is increased in the presence of unsteady wake disturbance. The 

coefficient of lift and drag increases for all angles of attack and the increment is more for the higher angles of attack 

From the obtained results we found that the bubble over the compressor blades depends upon the frequency of the unsteady 

wake. In this study the unsteady wake of frequency 3HZ was produced .The frequency of the unsteady wake can be controlled 

by the speed of the rotor. The high frequency of unsteady wake reduces the length of the bubble in large number and increases 

the performance of blades. At higher angles of attack, the effect of unsteady wake disturbances on the laminar separation bubble 

is higher even if the frequency of the unsteady wake is less. 
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